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“Bois-Brulés! Mixed-blood! But at the center of this blood I have Native words that I
can still hear, and desires that move and which long to go beyond your fences.”
–Élodie, in La Dalle-des-Morts by F.A. Savard, 1965
Introduction
On September 27, 2017, professor of sociology Darryl Leroux of the University of
Saint Mary offered a conference at the University of Montréal, entitled “Historic
Revisionism and Indigenization: the creation of “Eastern Métis”. The subject of his
conference, linked with his other work, questioned the existence of Métis in Eastern
Canadian provinces, whom Leroux accused of ethnic fraud and hostile intentions
against those Leroux considered “true” Indigenous peoples. In short, Leroux accused
the Métis of the Eastern provinces of Canada (Quebec in particular) of fabricating an
Indigenous identity in order to wash away their guilt over colonialism, or, in some
cases, to simply obstruct the recognition of Indigenous people and their rights.
To do this, Professor Leroux recycled statistics that he and blogger Chelsea Vowel
previously published in the journal Topia. Leroux asserted that Quebec has seen a
rise in Métis self-identification of 258%. Leroux suggested that this increase is not
incidental, explaining that it has to do with some sinister motivations that he had
noticed in the Eastern Métis peoples. By isolating and focusing his research on a few
problematic examples, Professor Leroux resumed his topic with a shocking
declaration: he was going to demonstrate that Québecois Métis peoples simply do
not exist.
For the Métis Federation of Canada (MFC), this declaration went too far. In a letter
sent to the University of Montréal, the MFC denounced Professor Leroux’s proposed
talk as “negationism” and invited the university to retract the institutional platform
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it had offered to Leroux, following the argument that such a conference promotes
hatred and contempt towards an entire population of Métis people based on their
geographical location and history. The MFC denounced Leroux for his abusive
generalizations, steeped in a logical fallacy that consisted of criticizing an identity
based not on the historical evidence put forward demonstrating its emergence (or
facts), but rather by attributing its genesis to the malicious intentions of those who
claim that identity. Leroux went even further: he asserted that the sovereignty of
First Nations would be menaced de facto by the increase of all these so-called “fake”
Indigenous peoples/Métis in Quebec. This last statement brought the MFC to
denounce Leroux’s conference as provoking a hostile climate in denigrating the
Métis living in Quebec.
The defense of Professor Leroux: they are not “real” Métis
Professor Leroux defended himself against these accusations with a simple claim:
that Québecois Métis are not, according to him, “real” Métis. Leroux’s academic
reputation, therefore, is heavily tied at this point with the negations of the identity
and history of the Eastern Métis that he sets in opposition to the “real” Western
Métis.
At this point, we should know that this idea that only Prairie Métis would be the
“real” Métis, is at the heart of debates opposing Métis organizations for the last 35
years. Historically speaking, such reification of Métis identity along a West-East
divide was much less pronounced. We know, for example, that multiple “Métis”
families became “Indian” following the Indian act and vice versa, illustrating the
fluidity between identities referred to as Aboriginal in Canada. We also know cases
of individuals, amongst many, who identify themselves alternately as [French]Canadians, Métis and Indians during their lives, showing the presence of multiple
means of articulating a historic Métis identity. It has only been since the 1980s that
competing and opposing visions of Métis identity began to clash in the background
of new constitutional battles. More precisely and paradoxically, the inclusion of the
term “Métis” in article 35 of the Constitutional Act, 1982 put an end to the unity of
Métis and non-status Indians throughout Canada, notably when a group of Western
Métis decided to create a new organization in 1983, called the Métis National
Council (MNC), which distanced itself from the Native Council of Canada, then
directed by the Saskatchewan Métis Harry Daniels.
Conflicting Visions on the Métis Identity
Since the inclusion of the Métis in the repatriated 1982 constitution, at least two
visions of Métis identity oppose each other quite ferociously. On one hand, there is
the vision expressed by Harry Daniels, who recognized that all Métis, wherever their
location in Canada, have the right to self-identify as Métis, if they believe it
corresponds to their ways of relating to the world (basically, if it matches their
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worldview and cultural sensitivities). On the other hand, the Métis National Council
supports a much narrower ethno-nationalist doctrine, restraining the Métis identity
to the provinces located to the west of Quebec (the so-called “Métis homeland”), and
more precisely to descendants of Métis from the Northwest that we associate with
the political events of Red River (such as, for example, the principal Métis leader
Louis Riel). Adopting an evolutionary and primordial paradigm in regards to the
Métis identity, the intelligentsia who adopted this neo-nationalist vision of Métis
identity gradually developed a political theory according to which only political
events of a certain magnitude are capable of creating a “proven” collective national
consciousness, sufficiently “mature”, to have the right to legitimately identify
themselves as Métis.
Due to this ideological schism imposed on métisness, the “other Métis” have been
described by partisans of this ideology as simply “mixed-blood” or mixed, but not
Métis, following the notion that their ancestors weren’t conscious enough of their
Métis identity to be able to transfer it to their descendants, leading today to
accusations of self-indigenization against these “other” Métis. This type of
accusation is especially strong in Métis narratives targeting the Eastern provinces of
Canada (and particularly in Quebec), who are still being denied any kind of
recognition by the Métis National Council, the latter currently lobbying governments
and tribunals to accept their Métis doctrine of identity as being the only valid one.
Leroux’s conference thus found itself at the heart of several tumultuous identitybased debates that have been raging since at least the constitutional era of 1982-83.
Therefore, Leroux’s first mistake is perhaps to believe that the phenomenon of Métis
in Québec is a new phenomenon. Leroux ignores the historical affirmations of
Québécois Métis communities and organizations, which, according to the
community newspaper L’Alliance, sent political delegates to negotiate their
inclusion in the Canadian constitution in 1981. He also ignores the testimonies that
were recorded of Eastern Métis during the Royal Commission on Aboriginal peoples
(1996). According to Leroux, all of these testimonies are faulty: these testimonies,
according to him, are from non-status Indians (or “whites”) using the term “Métis”
in confused ways, or to denote a biological rather than cultural state of affairs.
In negating the very possibility of the existence of Métis in Quebec, Leroux notably
adopts the positions defended by neo-nationalist and Métis sociologist Chris
Andersen of the University of Alberta (among others), who does not hesitate to
describe self-identifying Métis that are found outside of the traditional Western
Métis homeland as a hodge-podge of (perhaps) Indigenous peoples deprived of their
rights by the Canadian state, which he openly describes the eastern Métis as seeking
their rights before governments and courts, much like the downtrodden in a “soup
kitchen”, when not using the derogatory term “zombies”, to describe what would be
fake Indigenous people climbing out of their graves to assume Indigenous identities.
The Accusation’s Foundation: Exaggerated and Indemonstrable Statistics
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For Professor Leroux, the similar “novelty” which betrays the instrumentalization of
Métis identity in Quebec is illustrated by what he believes to be an increase in selfidentification of 258% between 2001, 2006, and 2011 [17]. According to Leroux,
there is a psychological explanation for such an increase: the appropriation of
Indigenous identity by French-Canadian settlers can be explained by their wrongful
intentions. But is the number really 258%? When confronted by the Métis
Federation of Canada on the nature of his calculations, and further questioned by a
journalist from Radio Canada, Leroux responded initially by stating that all of the
numbers and data used in his conference were published in peer-reviewed journals
(including the review Topia where the aforementioned figure of 258% was
published) [18]. However, after verification, the published statistical data did not
correspond to anything tangible.
Probably realizing the futility of using such an argument of authority, Leroux then
attempted to correct these numbers in descending order. Radio-Canada later
reported an increase of 200% [19], before it became an increase of 158% on the
Twitter account of Professor Leroux [20]. Note that this last number of 158% can be
validated only if we truncate the results of the censuses in 2001 and 2006 by
excluding the group of people who mentioned Métis ancestry without identifying
themselves as such (a distinction which does not appear in the results from
2011)[21]. If we do not minimize the numbers as Leroux did, and if we compare the
number of people who identified as having Métis ancestry and identity in 2001
(35,325) and the total of people who identified as Métis in 2011 (35,465), then we
see a even much less drastic statistic modulation in Quebec [22].
Beyond this statistical error, Leroux’s methodology is quite: professor Leroux is
comparing none of the numbers found in Québec to the parallel growths we see in
Ontario or in the Canadian West from the same data offered by Canada Statistics
(between 1996 and 2006, for example), which the inclusion thereof would have
significantly reduced the force of his arguments solely targeting Québec’s Métis.
Indeed, per these numbers, we can then see an increase of 80% for Quebec, and an
increase of 242% in Ontario. Should we then conclude that the Métis in Ontario, and
elsewhere where we see comparable growth, suffer from the same identity crisis as
the Métis in Quebec? During his conference, it should be noted that Leroux proposed
another estimate of 46% for this increase between 2006 and 2011 [23]. It is
therefore very difficult to navigate according to the inconsistent numbers that
Leroux has presented. Called to react to the denunciations of Leroux’s work, the
University of Montréal responded laconically that his work is supported and
recognized by multiple Métis communities, while interestingly flagging the support
of the only organization which openly opposes the recognition of Métis communities
in Québec: the Metis National Council [24].
Genetic Fallacy #1: The Cruel Intentions of Québécois Métis
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Aside from the publication of unverifiable statistics, we believe that a more serious
mistake from Professor Leroux consists in his attempt to explain these numbers via
some kind of psychologism, the false application of psychology to the study of social
phenomena, on the analysis of Métis Québécois, portrayed as reinventing
themselves as Indigenous peoples with presumed malicious intent on the basis of
statistics alone. Leroux resumes this phenomenon as a “political
instrumentalization” from hostile and fake Métis Québécois, guilty of cultural
appropriation even when they are not fully aware of it, thus slamming them with
this double-ignorance on what would constitute their real identity: that of mere
settlers, colonizers and French-Canadians [25].
To do so, Leroux impugns a series of secret intentions, which he reads into the
psyche of all Métis of Québec, leading him to formulate to what we call a genetic
sophism. The effect of such sophism becomes visible in Ph.D. student Karina
Chagnon’s commentaries about Leroux’s conference, where she dismisses both the
historical and modern culture of Québec Métis communities as being merely “a myth
we all love” [26]. Leroux then hones his fear-inducing arguments by emphasizing
that if these “millions of French-Canadians” reinvent themselves as Indigenous (note
here the extrapolation, which clearly gives way to hyperbole), that the situation will
rapidly get out of control [27], posing an additional risk to Indigenous sovereignty of
other indigenous peoples [28]. Leroux even adds an anecdote from his personal life,
stating that he himself has Indigenous ancestors, but that does not make him
“Métis”. Overtly confident in the authority of his personal narrative and the logic of
his self-identification, the professor dismisses as well the possibility of divergent
cultural paths emanating from the same familial lines since the 1700s.
Abusive Generalizations and Misinformation on Indigenous Sovereignty
Amidst all of this confusion, we believe we must respond to Leroux’s statements,
which, in spite of their immediate weaknesses, threaten to sabotage the real efforts
of reconciliation between Métis in Québec, First Nations and Inuit peoples.
It is first useful to understand that crafting an explanation about the origin of ethnic
identity via the act of impugning motives to all of its bearers, constitutes a double
fallacy (i.e. abusive generalization and genetic sophism). More precisely, while
certain Québécois Métis may express ideas we might disagree with, this doesn’t
allow us to move on directly to the conclusion that all Métis with roots in Québec
have evil and secretive or even ignorant motivations, further positing that the
genesis of all Métis people in Québec is rooted in such false claims and even malice.
Each case must be analyzed separately without prejudice. The generalizations found
in Leroux’s rhetoric seem abusive.
It is also important to understand that no generic attribution that would
hypothetically recognize the “Indigenous” character of a large number of Québécois
(or French Canadians) would harm the sovereignty of other Indigenous peoples,
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which will always be specific and causa sui. One’s indigenous sovereignty is always
in relation to one’s specific identity; it is not subject to be “diluted” by the
instrumentalization of some generalizing labels such as “Indigenous”, “Indians” or
even “Métis”, especially when these are not accompanied by further precisions (the
Métis of Sault-Sainte-Marie, of the settlement of Red River, of the Slave Lake, etc.).
In other words, the coexistence of two Indigenous peoples on the same territory
does not necessarily nullify the sovereignty of one or the other. Hence, Leroux’s
premise of this sudden “unregulated” growth of Métis in Québec does not lead us to
accept his conclusion about the endangerment of Indigenous sovereignty; there is
simply no logical necessity causally tying the two propositions together.
That having been said, the federal government has a duty to consult, and, per some
specifics found in the Haida decision, accommodate the Aboriginal peoples [29]. We
must also take note that governmental and judiciary authorities must respond to the
obligation, when a case is presented, of considering the [sometimes conflicting]
interests of various Indian, Inuit or Métis parties. This duty further intersects with
another principle embodied in the Tsilhqot’in Nation v. British-Columbia decision,
which elaborates that the recognition of Aboriginal rights must be reconciled with
Canadian sovereignty, which may result in potential limitations on Indigenous rights
[30]. In other words, “becoming Indigenous” is no guarantee that someone will be
granted some kind of absolute Aboriginal rights suddenly trumping other
Indigenous peoples and Canadians or Québécois.
Professor Leroux’s alarmist rhetoric stating that the increasing self-indigenization of
Métis in Québec is a danger to real indigenous nations, is therefore unjustified—
even from a hypothetical scenario. Quite simply, the threat of Métis in Québec
against First Nation and Inuit sovereignty is exaggerated, and does not take into
account the complexity of the already existing jurisprudence on this subject. Clearly,
there are already judiciary principles and mechanisms in place for negotiations of
disputes between Indigenous peoples, which do not necessarily ensure the victory
of the larger population. And even in the scenario of a completely independent
Indigenous judicial system, which would imply the coordination between multiple
Indigenous sovereignties, negotiating with Métis people or a Québec nation (which
does not recognizes itself as “Indigenous”) would not erode the preexisting
sovereignties of other Indigenous peoples; just as the sovereignty of Huron-Wendat
does not erode that of the Innu, even in cases where the two Indigenous nations may
have conflict over the same territory. From the standpoint of Indigenous
sovereignty, the presence of one nation or group identity (indigenous or not) does
not affect or weaken the intrinsic status of another national or cultural identity.
Finally, one must see that these types of conflicts could potentially implicate the
Eastern Métis as much as than the Western Métis (for example the case of Hiserkorn,
where the Siksika Nation opposed the Red River Métis nation [31]). To skirt around
such a possibility to demonize only Eastern Métis seems, again, one-sided and
exaggerated.
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Genetic Fallacy #2: the 1% blood quantum of the Québécois Métis
Beyond Leroux’s statistical errors, exaggerations, impugning of motives, and his use
of genetic sophism, we can be troubled by Leroux’s usage of familiar arguments
historically known for denigrating Métis identity. To state one case, Leroux does not
refrain from formulating “insufficient blood quantum” argument to discredit the
validity of Métis identity in Québec. Formulating yet another genetic fallacy, Leroux
maintains that the majority of Québécois would have so little “Indian blood” (it is
suggested roughly 1%), and from so far back, that the existence of “real” Métis
people in Québec is virtually impossible. This type of accusation against the FrenchCanadian Métis is not without precedent, and certainly echoes the words of
Benjamin Sulte, who, desperate to protect the racial status of French-Canadians,
wrote that all we could ever say is that “a few drops of the Missouri have fallen into
the St. Lawrence river [32].” Using a logic akin to the infamous blood quantum
argument, Leroux’s presentation on Eastern Métis supports a similar idea, only in
the reverse: it revolves around promoting the idea that all Québécois (pure laines?)
can be nothing more than settlers, and can never under any circumstances reclaim a
Métis identity, past or present.
It is important to note that many Métis in Québec are very much aware of a
historical break, following which a sizable portion of the Québécois population came
to identify themselves solely with their French roots. But that does not impede, as
Louis “Smokey” Bruyere underlines, that a significant number of people in Québec
were, and are still, identifying, as Métis [33].
How can we then interpret the outcry of Métis in Québec, described by Nelson
Amos, when protesting in 1981 the trumping of their rights to trap and hunt by
foresting companies [34], or this Métis hockey club expelled in 1985 from an
Indigenous hockey league for being Métis [35]? Must we conclude that all of these
people are nothing but fake Métis, suffering from some kind of colonial guilt or pure
amnesia? Must we conclude that Métis in Québec have no history or culture of their
own?
Louis Riel’s Response to the 1% Rhetoric
On the accusation of not being Indigenous “enough”, or not having enough “Indian
blood”, it is worth remembering that even Louis Riel was forced to dignify such
arguments with a response on what constitutes Métis identity in 1885:
There are lovely people from elsewhere who will say to a Métis that “you
don’t have an air of a half-breed at all. Surely, you don’t have much Indian
blood. In fact, you could pass easily for a pure white person.”
The Métis, who is often bothered by these types of remarks, would very much
like to embrace his origins, and not one over the other. The fear of disturbing
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or neutralizing the sweetness of his interlocutor’s words and manner
restrains him. While he hesitates to choose between various answers that
come to his mind, words like these complete the assault of his silence: Ah!
Well, you have next to no Indian blood. You really have to search for it. Here
is how Métis think of themselves: It is true that our Indigenous origins
are humble, but it is only right that we honor our mothers in the same
manner that we honor our fathers. Why must we occupy ourselves with
what degree of which we are mixed between Indigenous and European
blood?” [36], (emphasis mine)
We see that the low quotient of “Indian blood” had never perturbed the legitimacy
of any Métis in the eyes of Louis Riel, and neither has it for modern Métis leaders
such as Harry Daniels, his son Gabriel Daniels, Gabriel Dufault, Martin Dunn or even
Louis “Smokey” Bruyere. It should be noted here that all of these leaders are from
the West; yet they have all rejected the imposition of geographic limits on Métis
identity. As such, they contradict not only the doctrine that only Prairie Métis would
be the only “true” Métis, but also its sociologically-derived spiel disseminated by
Chelsea Vowel on Twitter, or by professor Adam Gaudry through conferences now
reaching Acadia to deny the existence of “true” Acadian Métis. Clearly, the
proposition that all Western Métis would oppose the recognition of Métis in Québec
or the Métis Federation of Canada, as hinted by Karina Chagnon, seems to be one
more inaccuracy; an inaccuracy that gives the impression that Métis in Québec are
nothing but an isolated and marginal incident.
In effect, if the goal of Darryl Leroux or Karina Chagnon is to make us look like we
would suggest that all French Canadians or Québécois are Indigenous (something
we are not positing, let’s be clear), to then amalgamate our work with some cheap
reductionist approach to quantifying Métis genetics, we must tell them that they
have a case of mistaken identity in their accusations. Their target should rather be a
prominent nationalist Métis named Paul L.A.H. Chartrand, who did suggest openly
that French-Canadians are an Indigenous people, but are simply not recognized as
such in the Canadian constitution of 1982 [39]. Therefore, we invite them to reframe
their debate with Paul Chartrand, and not go for facile straw-man arguments. For us,
the “French-Canadian Métis” identity is distinct from the “French-Canadian” now
Québécois identity tout-court. The former value its dual French and Indigenous
heritage of the former, which Métis define through kinship ties and shared cultural
patterns.
The Value of being “Mixed” as a Cultural Vector amongst “French-Canadian
Métis”
Contrary to what Leroux states on the subject of Métis identity [40], the recognition
of a French-Indigenous “mixed” heritage was important and often recognized
explicitly in Métis culture, even if the French-Canadian Métis identity cannot be
reduced to that cultural marker alone. This is a point which seems to be lost when
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we see Leroux reducing everything about this debate to ancestry and blood
quantum. Louis Riel, among others, did consider the Métis culture to be the result of
“mixing”, or more accurately the original synthesis of two preexisting cultures, in his
case Indigenous and French cultures, a synthesis that emerged in the historical
context of the fur trade:
Métis have paternal ancestors who were employees of the Hudson’s Bay
and North West Companies. For maternal ancestors, Métis have Native
women from various nations. The French word, Métis, is derived from
the Latin word “Mixtus”, which means mixed; the word’s meaning
suits us very well. It is only appropriate that the English variation, Halfbreed, was derived from the first generation of mixed-bloods; now, blood
of European and Native is mixed in us to varying degrees and the term is
more general [41] (Emphasis is ours).
The writings of Riel are crystal clear when it comes to the existence of “FrenchCanadian Métis” culture, as are these words of another Métis leader Gabriel Dumont
on the subject:
1885 was not the first time that French-Métis were rattled, and so long
as we have a drop of French and Indian blood in our veins, we will
continue to advocate for the rights that we have fought for, and the ones
that they assassinated Louis David Riel for [42]. (Emphasis is ours).
From these quotes, it seems that even the historic leaders of the Métis Nation
understood their culture as one derived from a unique “mixed” heritage, a culture
they surely see as specific to North America. But most importantly, it should be
noted that this “mixed” identity emerged and was spread across North America via
evolving kinship ties and solidarity. It is interesting to see, for example, that a 1979
letter form the Board of Directors of L’Alliance, asking for the pardon of Louis Riel,
also mentions that “the Métis in Québec in 1885” were already vocal in opposing the
hanging of Riel [43]. Valuing the “mixed” aspect of Métis culture should not
therefore be turned to ridicule as misinformed romantic or racist biases, but rather
as this distinct and historical cultural expression of a Métis diaspora that operates
like a rhizomatic entity. As such, Métis culture thrives without a unique center or
ultimate birth place, it is exocentric, full of fleeting points resisting what would be
the reduction of its essence or final expression to one given locale: making the
experience of métissage as a cultural vector for an emerging Métis identity [44].
We should therefore consider the following hypothesis: if these Québécois Métis
resort to DNA tests or complex genealogical mapping to confirm their Métis
identities, it may well be in reaction to the ridicule they face in their their efforts to
exist objectively, politically and culturally, as Métis—attempts that Karina Chagnon
derides by diminishing the fruit of such struggles as the product of mere “myths”
and misinformed attachments. In fact, the contingency and openness associated
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with the term “Métis” can no longer be doubted when reading this passage from a
letter written by Louis Riel to his cousin Paul Proulx in 1877:
It’s a name that means mixed [Métis]. Until now it has served to designate
the race question of mixed-bloods between Europeans and Natives, but it
is equally viable in its usage to designate a race of man, recruited from all
types of mixtures of blood between them, and who, passing through the
French-Canadian mold, retain their memory of their heritage and call
themselves Métis. The label “Métis” is one most find agreeable,
because it is not exclusive and it has the advantage of recognizing,
in the most convenient way possible, the contingent that derives
from each nation to create this new group of people [45] (Emphasis
ours).
The Negation of a Political Consciousness Amongst Eastern Métis
Refusing to recognize how the term “Métis” is not exclusive to the western Métis,
some will reply that the “mixed bloods” of eastern Canada never demonstrated the
same unity of a political purpose as was evident in the classic Red River
historiography. To make their point, a series of prejudices will be rhetorically
deployed, each one more inflated than the previous, putting forward assumptions
creating a homogenous collective which overlooks nuance and the very diversity
which existed in the 19th century Red River. To achieve this, they will ignore the fact
that the Métis spoke different languages, while positing that there was only a single
Métis national language, the mixed bilingual French-Cree Michif. They will close
their eyes on the French-speaking character of the vast majority of these “BoisBrulés” including the majority of the Métis in the Red River, and the historical
struggles that defined their common experience against the English (les Anglais) and
the Orangemen, who considered them too Catholic and way to close to the “Indians”
to be trusted. They will forget, above all, the existence of Métis in Québec.
In short, they will allow themselves to gradually destroy the cultural undergirding of
French-Canadian Métis by diffusing widely this Red River-centric doctrine lobbied
since 1983 by a predominantly Anglophone Western organization, which still to this
day refuses to give to the directors of the oldest French Métis organization in the
country, L’union nationale métisse St. Joseph du Manitoba, a seat at the negotiation
table with the government. [46] So imagine our surprise when facing the claim that
the whole of Western Métis would not recognize the Métis Federation of Canada,
even though the president of the Federation is himself a Western Métis whose
ancestors fought at Batoche with Louis Riel. Imagine our surprise when we recall
that Gabriel Dufault, of L’Union nationale métisse St. Joseph du Manitoba, has made it
his personal mandate to reconcile the families of the East and the West. [47] At this
point, we should perhaps inform Darryl Leroux and Karina Chagnon of what Louis
Riel himself wrote himself on the subject in 1885:
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As for the Eastern Canadian provinces, there are many Métis who live there
despised while under the Indian label. Their villages are Indigenous
villages. Their Indian title is just as valid as the Indian title of Métis in
Manitoba. [48] (Emphasis ours)
Once again, and despite the current doctrine of the Metis National Council, it seems
clear that the political project that Louis Riel clearly included the Métis from the
eastern provinces of Canada, who possessed, according to him, equal rights as those
in Manitoba.

(Caption: Extract of a letter from Louis Riel. Creator of image unknown. Original
document. Archives and Libraries of Canada. “Regina Prison, 1884. “To the Captain
and Mr. E.B. Dean”. Folio 1280 (7) Records relating to Louis Riel and the North West
Uprising – 1229, microfilm 1229, C-1229, 122991, 202861, RG 13
A Nascent Historiography for the Eastern Métis [49]
The testimony of Louis Riel in this regard seems rather credible, given that he spent
roughly fifteen years in exile, including some time in Québec where he sought
protection among kin and Métis families. Interestingly, a vivid and vibrant oral
tradition among Métis elders from the Outaouais region (Québec’s Ottawa Region)
suggests that Louis was protected by Métis families residing there, Métis families
that included surnames such as Riel, McGregor, Nault, Lépine, Beaulieu, Paul, David,
McDougall and many others. On this particular subject, a visit to the national
archives allow us to see how Métis in this region were collectively and distinctively
identified as Métifs, Métis, Half breeds and Bois-Brulés, this, well over a period of 80
years, includes this note from Father Bellefeuille in 1838:
She [Flora] is about 45 years old and has both her name at Baptism along
with a Native name, she also has the name of L’Eveque, the name of her late
Canadian voyageur father who was Métis. There is also, in this same
outpost, Indians and Métis with the names of Gaucher and others of the
name of Chénier. As in Temiskaming there is a large family who are the
descendants of an old voyageur by the name of Leduc. And in all these
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different post, there are métif descendants of voyageurs, clerks, or
Canadian Bourgeois and Scottish for the most part. These Métis are
usually smarter than the others, but are also more susceptible of both good
and bad impressions. [50] (Emphasis ours).
The reply we usually hear at this point is this: the history of Eastern Métis is based
solely on anecdotes. And that the documentary sources we provide prove nothing
about how these Métis people were self-identifying. But then, how to make sense of
the correspondence of father Nédélec, seeking to bring the Métis the Outaouais
region (“from below”) into the Temiscamingue reserve in 1896, this by asking that
two seats be reserved for the Métis on the council? How can we interpret the
government’s response to Nédélec, which then refused to let a Métis community be
created? [51] What do we say of the letters written by agents Martin and Bensen
from the Maniwaki reserve, openly complaining of the Métis agitating at the
outskirts thereof, identified both in 1895 and 1909 as distinct from the French
Canadians and the Indians on the reserve? And do we make sense of the hunting
permits sold in 1942, with prices depending on if the buyer was Métis or Indian?
[54] Are these element not sufficient to show the experience of a distinct Métis
consciousness in Québec, highlighted by diverse practices that target specifically
this “class of people”, to employ the expression used by the surveyor Bouchette
when he referred to the “Bois-Brûlés” squatting south of what is now the Gatineau
Park? [55] Should we simply stop researching these micro-histories because some
suggest all Metis in Québec amount to cases of ethnic fraud?
As archival sources show, Métis people did roam and even occupy the territory of
Québec. This helps to explain the context behind a passage quoted by Karina
Chagnon from one of our previous publications, in which we criticized the Paquette
decision for neglecting the mobility of Metis between Quebec and Ontario:
Why can’t a Québécois consider themselves both Métis and Québécois,
especially when they are steeped in a society where métissage was
common and resulted in a distinct way of life? How did we come to accept
that the Métis Nation of Ontario takes away certain rights from members
with ancestral roots in Québec as a result of the Paquette ruling?
According to this decision, a Métis person may claim Aboriginal rights
only if there are strict element of continuity and territorial relationship
between a “Métis community” that existed prior to “effective control” of
the colony, and the individual whose ancestors then needed to live in that
community. However, could not all of Québec be consider a territory
historically travelled and inhabited by Métis, as well as several
other places in North America? Is it not the time to liberate Métis
identity from such territorial enclosure? [56] (Emphasis ours)
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Freeman Francois Naud and the Métis woman Elizabeth McPherson. Creator and date
unknown. Taken from Guillaume Marcotte’s book, “Francophones and the fur trade in
Grand Temiscamingue, a biographical dictionary, 1760-1870, Québec, GID Editions,
2017, pg. 302.
It should be clear by now: attempts to arrogate the term “Métis” only for Red River
descendants make no sense from a historical standpoint. It doesn’t even make sense
from a cultural or judicial standpoint, either. Métis have inhabited, travelled, and
even maintained settlements in the territory of Québec according to the writings of
Louis Riel, those of Father Bellefeuille, Nédélec, the accounts of Bensen and Martin,
and the surveyor Bouchette. It is therefore the whole premise supporting Leroux’s
argument that Métis in Québec have no history that falls. The evidences further
suggest that the experience of Métis political consciousness doesn’t have be the
expression of some grandiose nationalistic narrative. Otherwise, how could we
suggest that the Paspebiac uprising by the “Acadian Métis” in 1886, where MétisAcadians are described collectively and distinctly from the Mi’kmaq, French
Canadians and English, was not a political act? [57] How can we interpret the
repression endured by the Acadian Métis, compared in the New York Times to the
Red River Métis in 1886, if not as a political answer from the colonial authorities?
[58] Is it necessary to have a national anthem, a flag, a martyr or a Powley
certification to be viewed as a sufficiently mature?
Conclusion: An Ethical and Professional Reframing of a Public Debate
We need to find the courage to say it clearly: the promotion of fear-mongering
arguments based on exaggerations, generalizations, impugning malicious motives,
and genetic sophism is unacceptable. Fanning a discrediting campaign against
Eastern Métis by using such fallacies is unworthy of a university conference, where
the privilege of freedom of speech and protection against censorship must be
balanced by the responsibility to promote integrity and objectivity as much as
possible.
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After our careful analysis of Leroux’s arguments, we do share the concerns
expressed by the Métis Federation of Canada in regards to the arguments insisting
that there are no Eastern Métis. In an imprudent and hasty manner, Professor
Leroux appears to have engaged in the negation of even the possibility of a specific
and unique history of the Métis in Québec. From an ethical standpoint, it is also
regrettable that such negation targets peoples already in position of vulnerability
due to conflicts between Métis factions (since 1983 really), the lack of recognition
by the government of Québec, now being accused by Leroux of being essentially
ignorant, fraudulent and without a real history or identity as Métis. We are equally
stunned to hear Leroux attacking the reputations of colleagues and students in his
conference, including professors Denis Gagnon [59], Etienne Rivard [60], and
student Guillaume Marcotte [61], by insinuating that he does not understand how
the works of these scholars on such subject could be published in peer-reviewed
journals. Yet, all these authors have published in respected journals, and made
significant contributions to the field of Métis studies. It is thus necessary to call into
question what appears to be not only an ad hominem attack against the reputation
of these academics by Leroux, but, in the absence of any arguments of substance on
their work, a disconcerting lack of rigor on the part of Professor Leroux [62].
Before entering the debates on Métis identity, we thus suggest that those who
intend to do so should take some precautions, including taking stock of the vast
diversity and complexity of the Métis cultures. Working on this subject requires
time and patience. It requires sensibility coupled with serious research, supported
by documentation and rigorous sourcing, as well as a researcher experienced in the
intricacies of Métis politics and theories of ethnogenesis, which could be limiting for
a culture which is so uniquely rhizomatic. Researchers must also take into account
the vulnerability of an Indigenous population that has been subjected to many
attempts at erasure. We must finally be cautious as we analyze the discourses of
contemporary Métis, who can be read as symptomatic of these objectifying
pressures of the legal and sociological type, which, especially in matters of
Indigeneity, tend to obsessively ask us for our identity papers according to this "civil
status morality". We hope that Professor Leroux, as well as the doctoral student
Karina Chagnon who reported his conference adding denigrating comments of her
own, will take heed.
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the Algonquin Language”, Montréal, J. Chapleau, 1886, p. 8
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